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Picard's method of solving the differential problem

(1) x' = /(/, x)    for   t > to,       x = Xo   when   t = t0

consists of finding the limit of a sequence {£„(/)} that is defined as

follows. An initial function £0 is chosen, and the remaining members

of the sequence are generated by the recursion formula

(2) tn+i(t) = xa+ f  f(s, Us))ds.

If the function/is continuous, and if it satisfies a Lipschitz condition

in its second argument, then the convergence (in a sufficiently small

interval) of the sequence {£„(0 } is assured. In addition, the unique-

ness of the solution of (1) is guaranteed. This association of the

uniqueness of the solution of (1) and the convergence of the Picard

sequence {(;„(£)} has spurred considerable study into the relationship

between these two phenomena. For example, conditions have been

found which are weaker than the Lipschitz condition but which still

guarantee uniqueness and convergence. There are, however, examples

that show that uniqueness and convergence do not go hand in hand.

Amplification of these statements, along with a short bibliography

of the problem, may be found in Chapter 2 of the book of Coddington

and Levinson [2]. Mention should also be made of the paper of

LaSalle [3] and the references listed there. In the present note we will

show that, although the uniqueness of the solution of (1) does not in

general imply the convergence of the Picard sequence {£„(¿)}> there

is a differential problem of the second order associated with (1), the

uniqueness of whose solution does guarantee the convergence of

{£„(£)}• It will be seen that the arguments we present produce re-

sults which are valid "in the small"; these results may be continued

by the standard techniques used in the study of differential equations.

We will assume that our function/is continuous and is of "bounded

variation in its second argument." More specifically, we suppose that

we can write/(i, x) =I(t, x)-\-D(t, x), where 7 and D are continuous

in a domain that contains the point (/0, Xo) and are, respectively, "in-

creasing" and "decreasing" in their second argument, in the sense

that if u>v, then I(t, u)^I(t, v), while D(t, u)^D(t, v). Now we
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consider the differential problem of the second order

y = Ht, y) + D(t, z),    z' = 1(1, z) 4- D(t, y)

for   / > to, (y, z) — (x0, x0)    when    t = to.

It is clear that if x is a solution of (1), then the pair (x, x) is a solution

of (3). Conversely, of course, if (y, z) is a solution of (3), and if y = z,

then this common value is a solution, say x, of (1). We will see below

that the condition that the solution of (3) be unique is that all the

solutions of (3) are of the form (y, z) = (x, x), that is, if (y, z) is a solu-

tion, then y = z. It turns out that the uniqueness of the solution of

(3) guarantees both the uniqueness of the solution of (1) and the con-

vergence of the Picard sequence {£„(0 } to this solution.

The main tool that we use to prove this assertion is the following

lemma.

Lemma. If w and ñ are two functions such that

tíS n'(t) ú Kt, ß(0) + D(t, *>(/)),  "'(0 ^ i(t, co(O) + D(t, m),
(4)

co(0 g ü(/)   for   t > to, co(/o) = 0(¿o) = xo,

and if all the solutions of (3) have the form (x, x), then os(t) = Q(¿) for

t>h.

Proof. Let t be a positive number and suppose that (n,(t), f,(i)) is

a solution of the problem

y' = 1(1, y) + D(t, z) + e,    z' = /(/, z) + D(l, y)-e   for t > t0,

(y, 2) = (xo, xo)    when    t = t0.

We will show that

(6) ut) ^ «« á m ^ ,.(*).
As €—>0, (vt(t), Çt(t)) approaches a solution of (3). By hypothesis, all

solutions of (3) have the form (x, x), and so lime_o r¡t(t) =limí<0 T«(0-

Then it follows from (6) that w(/)=fl(¿). Thus to prove our lemma

we must show that (6) holds for each point t to the right of to, and so

in the remainder of this proof we assume that ¿ is some definite point

to the right of to. Suppose we let [to, u] he the maximum closed sub-

interval of [to, t] that contains ¿0 and is such that il(s) úr¡,(s) for each

point 5 in [t0, u] and let [to, v] be the maximum closed subinterval

that contains to and is such that Çc(s) ̂ w(5) for each point 5 in [/0, v].

In defining these subintervals we do not exclude the possibility that

one or both may be the degenerate interval [to, to], but now we will

show that actually u — v = t, which will verify (6). We may do this
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by showing that each of the suppositions u = v<t, u<v^t, and

v<u^t leads to a contradiction. We first observe that because of the

continuity of our functions, and because of our initial condition,

£2(m)=t/£(m) if u<t and œ(v)=Ç((v) if v<t. Therefore if u = v<t there

is a neighborhood  [u, r), where u<r^t, such that for s in  [u, r],

(7) I(s, Q(s)) + D(s, œ(s)) á I(s, V.(s)) + D(s, t;t(s)) + e.

Because (vc(t), £«(<)) is a solution of (5), the right side of (7) equals

■qi(s), and by (4) the left side is not less than ü'(s). Thus U'(s)

^77/ (s), which implies, since tl(u) =r¡t(u), that Q(s) úi)t(s) for each s

in [u, r\. But then we see that ß(s) ^rf,(s) for each 5 in [/0, r], which

contradicts the maximality of [to, u]. If we assume that u<v^t, we

can arrive at this same contradiction. For we have Q(u) =r]t(u) and,

since u belongs to the interval [to, v], Ç((u) ^w(ií). It follows (we use

the fact that D is decreasing in its second argument) that I(u, il(u))

+D(u, co(u)) <I(u, r}t(u))-\-D(u, Çt(u))+e, and hence again there is

an interval [u, r] in which (7) holds. Now our argument proceeds

as before. We rule out the possibility that v <u ^ / in a similar manner.

From this lemma we see that if all the solutions of (3) have the

form (x, x), then the solution of (1) is unique. For suppose that w and

ß are the minimum and maximum solutions of (1). Then co'(t)

= I(t, u(t))+D(t, u(t)) and Q'(t) =I(t, Q(t))+D(t, Q(t)). Because D is

decreasing in its second argument, we neither increase the right side

of the first of these equations nor decrease the right side of the second

if we interchange D(t, u(t)) and D(t, ti(t)). Therefore this interchange

gives us (4), and hence our lemma tells us that co(t) = Q(t). At this

point it is clear that the statement "all the solutions of (3) have the

form (x, x)" is equivalent to the statement "(3) has a unique solu-

tion."

To show how the uniqueness of the solution of (3) implies the con-

vergence of the Picard sequence {£„(/)}, let us write

A(¿) = lim sup %n(t) = xo + lim sup   I   f(s, £n(s))ds

J h

and

X(/) = lim inf £„(/) = x0 + lim inf   I   f(s, £n(s))ds.

Fatou's Lemma [2, p. 194] says that we do not increase this last ex-

pression if we take the symbol lim inf inside the integral sign. Thus

\(t) ^ xo + fl lim inf f(s, £n(s))ds. Now lim inf f(s, £„(5))
^lim inf I(s, Us)) + Km inf D(s, Cn(*)) = I(s, X(s)) +D(s, A(s)). There-
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fore \(t)^Xo+f'to[l(s, \(s))+D(s, A(5))]¿5, and when we combine

this result with the corresponding inequality that is obtained by

applying Fatou's Lemma to the definition of A(t), we see that

xo +  f   [I(s, \(s)) + D(s, A(s))]ds
J h

è Ht) ^ A(t) S xo + f   [I(s, A(s)) + D(s, \(s))]ds.
J ¡o

Now we abbreviate the expressions at the left and right ends of this

set of inequalities by ù)(t) and £l(t), and we obtain the inequalities

(8) oi(t) g X(0 g A(t) g Q(t).

From the definitions of w and Q, we have co'(t) = I(t, \(t)) +D(t, A(t))

and ü'(t) = I(t, A(t))+D(t, X(¿)). In these equations we replace X(/)

with a(t) and A(t) with Í2(í), and so, because of (8) and the raono-

tonicity of J and D, we obtain (4). Thus if we assume that the solu-

tion of (3) is unique, our lemma tells us that w(t) = ü(t), and hence

X(i) =A(t). We summarize these results as a theorem.

Theorem. If the differential problem (3) has a unique solution, then

(1) Ao5 a unique solution, and a Picard sequence defined by an initial

function £o and the recursion formula (2) converges to this solution.

We may remark that if f(t, x) is increasing in its second argument,

then we can take 7=/and D = Q, and so (3) is equivalent to (1). In

this case, then, the uniqueness of the solution of (1) does imply the

convergence of the Picard sequence. Therefore it is not surprising

that examples that show that uniqueness of the solution of (1) does

not imply convergence of the Picard sequence rely on functions that

are decreasing in their second argument [l, p. 53].

Not only does the uniquenss of the solution of (3) guarantee the

convergence of a sequence of successive approximations to the solu-

tion of (1), but it also guarantees that a sequence of pairs (i]n(t), Tn(0)

which we obtain by selecting an initial pair (r¡o(t), Ço(t)) and applying

the recursion formulas

Vn+l(t)   =   Xo +    I       [l(s, Vn(s))   +   D(S, £n(s))]ds,

J h

ffitö = xo+ [   [l(s, Us)) + D(s, vn(s))]ds

also converges (to the solution of (3), of course). This statement fol-
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lows from our lemma by much the same sort of argument that pro-

duced our basic theorem.
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UNCOUNTABLY MANY NONISOMORPHIC
NILPOTENT LIE ALGEBRAS1

CHONG-YUN CHAO

Throughout this note, L denotes a Lie algebra over the real number

field R. We shall define Li and L, inductively. L = L" = La, Li

= [L*-1, L*-1], and L{ = [L, Lv_i] for all integers »a 1. Thus, Li is the

space of all finite sumsE[x> y]> x. jEL{~x. Similarly, L¿ is the space

of all finite sums El*. ?]> xEL and yEL,_i. If Lr = 0 and L'-^O,
L is said to be solvable of index r. If L¡ = 0 and -Lf-is^O, L is said to

be nilpotent of length t.

Definition. Let F be a subfield of R. A Lie algebra L over R is

said to be an F-algebra if its structure constants with respect to

some basis of L lie in F.

Malcev [l ] showed that for each integer w^ 16 there is a nilpotent

Lie algebra of length 2 and dimension n which is not a rational alge-

bra. The purpose of this note is to prove the following theorem which

contains an improvement of Malcev's result:

Theorem. FAere exist uncountably many nonisomorphic nilpotent

Lie algebras of length 2 for any given dimension A7^ 10.

Following from the theorem we can easily show:

Corollary 1. There exist uncountably many solvable not nilpotent

Lie algebras of index 3 for any given dimension M 2; 11.
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